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Ten years ago…

Some 
offices still 

had fax 
machines

We still 
sometimes 

posted 
photographs 

‘Social 
Media’ as a 

term was not 
in common 

use 

Digital PR was 
unheard of

Online 
newspapers 

were a 
novelty



Twitter was less than a 
year old

Facebook – public 
access had been 
available for six 

months

No iPhones
Instagram

Still three years away

Ten years ago…



Pace of 
change 

has been 
fast

Social and 
digital 

channels are 
mainstream

Pace of 
change 

slowing? 



Change is 
unpredictable

The one certainty in that 
change doesn’t stop



What are the key trends in PR?



Trends, Issues and Perspectives

Data Analytics
Real World 
Evaluation

Ethical practise
Strategic 
Counsel

Visual 
communication



Data



Data is influencing us in many ways

Data driven news content

Data driven editorial

Constant feedback 
changes the campaign 
cycle

•Continuous improvement loop

Rise in the importance of 
Evaluation



Analytics



Old school



New school

Find information about 
visitors, where they 
come from and the 
journey they take on the 
website

Google Analytics 

Subscription tool used to 
measure the 
effectiveness of social 
media campaigns  

Sprout Social

A built-in tool with 
insight into fan activity –
what is effective and 
what isn’t. Helps  
optimise campaigns

Facebook Insights

To identify relevant 
followers and to follow 
them, improve follow-
follower ratios and identify 
fake accounts and remove 
them

ManageFlitter Pro

To monitor the pace of 
follower growth over time

Twitter Counter

Real-time Twitter analytics 

Tweet Binder



Real world evaluation





Ethical practice





Strategic Counsel





Visual Communication





What’s happening to language?













“Face with tears of joy” was the Oxford Dictionaries 

‘Word of the Year’ 2015



Emojis may trivial and 
they may be be a fad 

But they represent 
feelings, emotions and 

responses

Irrefutable that they 
supplant text



“The former era of text 

based communication”

Pete Cashmore

Founder of Mashable

SXSW 2016





What makes for good visual 

communication?







3rd Arab International PR Conference 

Cairo 19/20 December 2016







Video communication 

is exploding



5 billion+ video 
views a day on 

YouTube

Facebook more than 
100 million hours a 

day

Currently trebling 
annually







Editorial 
decisions 
driven by 
statistics

Video drives 
views 

Newspapers 
want video



Old hierarchy

TV

Radio

Newspapers



New hierarchy = same as the old one

Video

Audio

Text









Witten language remains a key component

Press releases wont go 
away

Email is for now the 
still a dominant form 

of communication

Images often require 
verbal context 







Ability to record video in 4K

Standard video at 60fps

Slow motion at 240fps

Advanced image stabilisation

Multiple function available through apps like 
Hyperlapse

Full native editing and upload capability









In real time



Driven by technology 

Recording 
devices

Ubiquitous 
internet

Apps for 
broadcast

Devices to 
view & 

consume

Real time 
Comms 

Phones /Wifi
cameras

Wifi & 4G/5G
Facetime 

Live,  
Periscope

Phones, pads 
& laptops



A case study

The 2016 Track Cycling World Championships





Media management (in-event) 

A team of five worked in rotation throughout the event 

• Six day operation

Media centre and tribune management

• Results, imagery and video

Reporting live across all event social media platforms

• Visually driven using still images, videos and graphics



Rapid issue of images 
created with Wifi back 
cameras ensured that 
British Cycling curated 
imagery dominated social 
and conventional media

In response to a request 
from Reuters a dedicated  
wifi hotspot was 
introduced for exclusive 
photographer use

Imagery



Social Media Assets

Established the 
hashtag painted on 

the track & 
throughout on 

banners

Video editor creating 
and sharing clips in 

near real-time 

We had five 
photographers with 

Wi-Fi enabled cameras



Twitter breakdown over the competition

Snapshots show 30 
minute intervals

On the Sunday tweets 
peaked at over 7,000 

per hour

There were over 60,000 
tweets using the hashtag 

#TWC2016

The tweets delivered 434 
million impacts

Almost 23,000 
individuals tweeted 

during the competition



Instagram

There were 2,500 
Instagram posts using 

the hashtag #TWC2016

The posts delivered 11.8 
million impacts



Rule 5 and British Cycling delivered an astonishing 450 million impacts in social channels for the 2016 UCI Track 
Cycling World Championships. The campaign incorporated video content, edited and shared in near real-time. 

A team of six worked shifts over five days posting content on Twitter, Facebook and  YouTube - 7am to midnight.  
Over 30,000 tweets were posted by fans using the event hashtag.  Social media is now a vitally significant 
channel for British Cycling events.  A similar campaign for British Cycling won Best Use of Video at the 
PRmoment 2015 Awards.



Finally…



Ability to go 
straight to the 
consumer via 
owned media 

Knowledge and 
capability of 
video comms

PR has never 
had a more 

pivotal role in 
communications.  



Video is the future

…for the time being





Thank you - any questions?


